Create Your Own: Inverkeithing Town House
The Town House in Inverkeithing is A-listed, because of its
historic and architectural importance. It had major repairs
and alterations in the mid 18th century, but there are many
records of earlier phases, parts of the tower may date from the
14th century. Town Houses and Tolbooths were where the
Burgh Councils met, where rents and taxes were paid, where
courts were held, even where prisoners were locked up!
The Town House has been at the heart of the town for
centuries. A programme of repairs, and adaptations to make
it accessible, part of the Inverkeithing Heritage Regeneration
project, 2019 – 2024, will enable it to once again resume its
place at the heart of the community.

Cut, Fold, and Stick Model: Inverkeithing Town House
Follow the steps listed below to create your own Inverkeithing Town House and Mercat Cross.
Create your own diorama with the range of accessories. Perhaps it can be a historic scene from
the Victorian era or a scene from the Lammas Fair showing the pipe band or 'Hat and Ribbon
Race'. Locate some trees, show people gathering and even reinstate the Mercat Cross close to the
Town House.
If you would like to colour your building, it is better to do that first before cutting.
Step 1: Create the building (Pieces A+B)
Print out templates
Cut around outline of building
Fold template to create the building's rectangular shape
Fold tabs back, apply glue to tabs and form building
Step 2: Create the octagonal tower (Piece C)
Cut around the tower template and fold to create an octagon
Fold tabs back, apply glue to tabs and form octagonal tower
Step 3: Create the tower roof (Piece D)
Cut around the roof shape (add you own roof slate lines to the rest of the roof)
Cut a vertical strip upwards from the bottom of one roof piece
Cut a vertical strip downwards from the top of the other piece
Slot the two pieces together and fold tabs back
Insert the roof structure into the octagonal tower and glue down
Apply glue to underside of tower and stick to the building
Step 4: Create street scene (Pieces E, F, G)
Cut and assemble pavement in front of building
Cut and fold entourage, street furniture and Mercat Cross
Arrange your own street scene and use white tack to hold accessories in place

What you will need:
1. Thin card that is suitable to go through a
printer. Or paper that can be stuck onto card
2. Scissors
3. Pritt stick or similar
4. White Tack or similar reusable adhesive
5. Colouring pens or pencils
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